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Figure 1: The deformation of a source image (a), described by tracing and moving feature curves (b, top), can unrealistically stretch texture
details, e.g. the ear fur (b, bottom). We preserve texture detail by growing curvilinear coordinates around both the source and target feature
curves (c), and resynthesizing the texture on the target coordinates from the original image at the source coordinates. Texture synthesis occurs
on small patches (d), joined by GraphCut and Poisson Image Editing to yield the final result (e), preserving texture frequency and orientation.

Abstract
Shape deformation is a common practice in digital image editing,
but can unrealistically stretch or compress texture detail. We pro-
pose an image editing system that decouples feature position from
pixel color generation, by resynthesizing texture from the source
image to preserve its detail and orientation around a new feature
curve location. We introduce a new distortion to patch-based tex-
ture synthesis that aligns texture features with image features. A
dense correspondence field between source and target images gen-
erated by the control curves then guides texture synthesis.

1 Introduction
We propose a novel image editing system that allows a user to select
and move one or more image feature curves, replacing any texture
stretched by the deformation with texture resynthesized from the
original image. Thus image deformation does not affect the tex-
ture’s spatial frequency.

We decouple the deformation of morphological features from the
generation of the new color signal, and use an anisotropic feature-
aligned texture synthesis step to preserve texture detail. Our patch-
based texture synthesis approach resembles that of GraphCut tex-
tures [Kwatra et al. 2003] with an additional distortion to the texture
coordinates for each patch to align the target image features with the
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user specified feature curve deformation.
The key contribution of this detail preserving deformation is a

new method that distorts the coordinates of patch-based texture syn-
thesis to fit the contours implied by the user repositioned feature
curves. Local synthesis methods like Image Analogies [Hertzmann
et al. 2001] can synthesize a texture to adhere to a given feature
line, but its per-pixel synthesis yields more high-frequency noise
than do more modern patch-based synthesis approaches such as the
one we use. Image Quilting [Efros and Freeman 2001] could fill
different silhouettes with a texture (e.g. a pear shape with an or-
ange’s texture) but the boundary patches appeared to repeat as they
were synthesized only from source patches with the same slope,
whereas our approach expands the source selection pool by using
feature-aligned coordinates. Wu and Yu [2004] distorted neighbor-
ing patches to connect their feature lines, but did not fit feature lines
to a global user-defined feature curve as is done in this paper.

2 Previous Work
Texture synthesis generates arbitrary amounts of texture from a
sample texture swatch [Heeger and Bergen 1995; Wei and Levoy
2000]. We adapt texture synthesis for image editing by using the
original image as the texture source, as do many others (e.g. Image
Analogies [Hertzmann et al. 2001], Texture by Numbers [Brooks
et al. 2003] and Textureshop [Fang and Hart 2004]). We further
build on patch-based texture synthesis [Efros and Freeman 2001;
Kwatra et al. 2003] to preserve the structure of texture features.

The before-after motion of our feature curves establishes a guid-
ance vector field. While such user controls have been incorporated
into previous texture synthesis techniques [Wu and Yu 2004; Kwa-
tra et al. 2005], we pay additional attention to the behavior of the
texture synthesized around the control curve.

Our technique extends two recent approaches. Image Comple-
tion [Sun et al. 2005] extended an image’s textures but only by lin-
ear motion of isotropic textures. Object-Based Image Editing [Bar-
rett and Cheney 2002] populate masked regions with cut-and-paste
patches, whereas our textures are feature aligned at pixel scale.



3 Feature Aligned Retexturing
Our approach to preserve texture detail in an image deformation
consists of the following four components:

1. Deformation. The user articulates an image deformation by first
tracing feature curves in the source image, and then moving them to
their desired destination positions. Deformation vectors, extending
from periodically spaced positions along each destination curve to
their corresponding positions on each source curve, are diffused
across the destination image by solving an image Laplacian.

2. Curvilinear Coordinates. Tangent vectors, periodically spaced
along both the source and destination curves, are also diffused
across the image domain. From any “origin” chosen near a source
or destination curve, Euler integration of these tangent vectors (and
the normal vectors obtained by a 90◦ rotation) define a local curvi-
linear coordinate frame.

3. Textured Patch Generation. A pair of curvilinear coordinate
grids are generated: one about an origin chosen near the desination
feature curve, the other about a corresponding origin near the source
feature curve. Texture is synthesized over the destination grid using
samples drawn from the source grid.

4. Image Synthesis. After synthesizing the initial patch on the
destination curve, subsequent patches are generated à la GraphCut
[Kwatra et al. 2003] by first finding the untextured point closest
to a destination feature curve, then generating a pool of poten-
tial textured patches synthesized by sampling textures from differ-
ent locations in the source image, and selecting from this pool the
patch whose synthesized texture best overlaps the existing neighbor
patches in the destination image.

3.1 Deformation

We denote with I the collection of discrete source image pixel loca-
tions and likewise I′ for those in the destination image. We specify
the desired deformation from I to I′ by the placement of one or
more parametric feature curves pi(t) over the source image, and the
position of corresponding feature curves p′i(t) over the target im-
age. Such source and destination curves are commonly constructed
by moving control points of Bezier curves.

We first break intersecting control curves into disjoint segments.
We then periodically sample each curve pi(t) into a set of pixels
Fi ⊂ I, and sample p′i(t) at the same rate to form F ′

i ⊂ I′.
For each target feature pixel p′f ∈ F ′

i sampled from some target
curve position p′i(t), we have a corresponding source curve position
pi(t) sampled by a source feature pixel p f ∈ Fi. From these corre-
spondences, we construct a discretely sampled smooth deformation
D : supp I′→ R2 by solving Laplace’s equation

∇
2D(p) = 0 (1)

via conjugate gradients and the usual 3×3 template for image dis-
cretization, with the boundary conditions D(p′f ) = p f − p′f for all
feature pixel correspondences and D(∂ I′) = 0 on the image border
(or to hasten convergence, D = 0 beyond some distance from the
feature curves, e.g. 10% of the horizontal resolution).

3.2 Curvilinear Coordinates

We also sample the analytic curve tangents dpi(t)/dt and
dp′i(t)/dt, and store these at the curve sample pixel positions
T (p f ∈ Fi) and T ′(p′f ∈ F ′

i ), respectively. These tangents are sim-
ilarly diffused across the image by solving ∇2T (p) = 0 with the
same boundary conditions as the deformation diffusion. We then
unitize these diffused tangents such that T always returns a unit-
length tangent direction. We assume feature curves do not kink,
and the flows between source and destination curves are laminar.

Because the parametrization of each feature curve is arbitrary,
one can encounter global orientation inconsistencies when con-
structing a single global tangent field. Our implementation actu-
ally computed a separate tangent field for each feature curve and
curve tracing only references the tangent field corresponding to the
closest feature curve.

We integrate these diffused tangents to construct a local curvi-
linear coordinate system extending from any chosen “origin” pixel.
Because the tangent direction field is unitized, these curvilinear co-
ordinates are uniform and do not expand or compress due to the
feature curve parametrization.

We work in screen coordinates with a unit distance between pix-
els. We construct curvilinear coordinates as a 2-D array of planar
positions q j,k ∈ R2 that may fall between integer pixel positions.
Let q0,0 be placed on a chosen origin pixel. The Euler integration

q j±1,0 = q j,0± εT (q j,0), q j,k±1 = q j,k ± ε[01
−1

0 ]T (q j,k), (2)

extends a “spine” curve of positions q j,0 parallel to the feature
curve, and perpendicular “rib” curves of positions q j,k. The position
q j,k likely falls between pixels, so the tangent T (q j,k) is bilinearly
interpolated from the tangents stored at the surrounding four pixels.

Using the timestep ε = 1, we grew 30-40 pixel long spines, and
15-30 pixel wide ribs, depending on feature size and anisotropy.
We prevent the coordinate patch from overlapping a nearby feature
curve, stopping two pixels short of it.

We smooth these coordinates with several Laplacian iterations

q j,k = q j,k −λ∇
2q j,k (3)

using λ = 0.7. Such smoothing removes singularities and self-
intersections that can occur. While smoothing does not completely
solve the problem, those artifacts only accumulate when growing
away from feature lines. Since the texture is usually more isotropic
away from feature lines, the artifacts in parametrization are usually
not visible when texture is applied.

3.3 Textured Patch Generation

Using Sec. 3.2, we grow corresponding destination-source curvilin-
ear coordinate patches q′j,k and q j,k from a given destination origin
q′0,0, and derived source origin q0,0 = D(q′0,0).

We then synthesize a texture on the destination patch using the
source coordinate patch as a texture swatch. We use a bilinear fil-
ter to find the color at the (real) curvilinear coordinate patch posi-
tion q j,k from its surrounding (integer) pixel locations in the source
image. Likewise we use a unit-radius cone filter centered at each
(integer) destination pixel locations to accumulate the synthesized
texture at elements of the destination curvilinear coordinate patch.
This filtering results in a small reduction in the resolution of the
resynthesized texture detail.

3.4 Image Synthesis

We use GraphCut [Kwatra et al. 2003] to grow and merge these
small feature-aligned synthesized texture patches into an even tex-
turing over the entire image region surrounding each destination
feature curve.

We generate patches individually, using a priority queue to gen-
erate first patches whose origin pixel is closest to the feature curve
and adjacent to a previously synthesized patch. For each new patch
grown from a desired destination pixel q′0,0, we generate a pool of
candidate textured patches synthesized from source patches grown
from origins randomly chosen from an 11× 11 pixel region sur-
rounding the point D(q′0,0). The patch ultimately chosen is the one
with the least overlapping color difference with the previously syn-
thesized neighboring patches. This best patch is merged with the
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Figure 2: (a) A photo of an ocean. (b) Several waves are manually
selected. (c) The waves are deformed by the user. (d) The result is
a raging ocean. (e) Compression field for the deformed wave color-
coded in orange. (f) Resulting block artifacts when uniform patch
size is used. (g) Fixed using adaptive patch sizes.

existing patches using GraphCut’s methods, though we used Pois-
son Image Editing [Perez et al. 2003] to blend neighboring patches
when the seam produced by GraphCut was unsatisfactory.

3.5 Scale Adaptive Retexturing

The deformation field D can potentially compress a large source
area into a small target area, causing texture continuity problems
and blockiness artifacts, e.g. Figure 2(f). These problems occur
when the origin pixels of neighboring patches in the target map to
positions in the source with different texture characteristics. Such
problems can be overcome by altering the texture synthesis sam-
pling.

We detect these potential problems with a (real) compression
field C′ defined as the Lipschitz constant of the deformation field

C′(x,y) = max ||D(x,y)−D(x±1,y±1)||. (4)

We clamp the compression field to values in [1,3] to limit its effect
on patch size. The “spine” length and “rib” breadth of patches are
reduced by C′(x,y) so that areas of high deformation compression
are synthesized on smaller patches.

4 Results
We accelerated the construction of source feature curves by using
portions of the segmentation boundary produced by Lazy Snapping
[Li et al. 2004]. We found that source feature curves need not match
feature contours exactly, as deformed features were often aligned
by the texture search.

We used the ordinary Laplacian deformation for interactive pre-
view when moving destination feature curves to their desired loca-
tions. We denoted some feature curves as “passive” to aid texture
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Figure 3: Deforming the foam/pebble boundary (a) unrealistically
stretches both (b). Retexturing more realistically reconstructs detail
(c), and also allows a more dramatic shadow (d).

orientation, but whose motion followed the deformation field gener-
ated by the “master” feature curves. For example, the feature curves
inside the bunny ears in Figure 1 (b, top) were passive.

In Figure 3, two feature curves are used to deform the peb-
ble/foam interface. In these results the filtering used for curvilin-
ear grid resampling removed some of the high frequency detail in
the sand. These details could be recovered by sharpening with his-
togram interpolation and matching [Matusik et al. 2005].

Figure 4 demonstrates the deformation of paintings, using retex-
turing to preserve the detail of brush strokes, color combinations,
tone and style. Figure 5 enlarges a strawberry from a single silhou-
ette feature curve, using retexturing to add additional seeds. The
shading of the deformed strawberry occurs because the texture syn-
thesis samples are drawn from feature curve correspondence, which
appears reasonable for this example, whereas the shading for a more
severe undulating deformation would have appeared wrong.

Figure 6 demonstrates a possible application of these techniques
for caricatures. Here, regions are not only moved but enlarged re-
quiring our method to retexture the hair and beard, to avoid un-
realistic stretching. A matte was manually constructed to manage
occlusions with the shirt.

Figure 7 pushes the technique beyond its capability. The only
feature curve used was a circle about the stamen, which was de-
formed into a valentine heart. The texture resynthesis on the petals
mismatches their edges. A better synthesis would require manual
specification of feature lines on all petals.

When sharp image changes (like shading changes) are not iden-
tified by feature curves, they are treated as isotropic texture and can
cause unrealistic discontinuities in the result. Poisson image edit-
ing hides some of these artifacts, for examply by softly blending the
misaligned petals in Figure 7.
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Figure 4: Deformed versus retextured paintings.
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Figure 5: Jumbo strawberry (top) and flexible pizza (bottom).
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Figure 6: Texture resynthesis of hair on deformed faces.
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Figure 7: Failure case

Table 1 lists the resolutions, patch sizes and execution times for
the figures shown. Execution times were measured on a 3.40GHz
Pentium 4 CPU. Running time also depends on the source patch
search domain, which was randomly chosen from 11× 11 pixels
except for the beach which was chosen from a 31×31 pixel area.

5 Conclusion
We have shown that image deformation alone can unrealistically
stretch texture details, but these details can be adequately recovered
by a local retexturing around user-defined feature curves.

Our approach assumes that the orientation of texture detail of an
image is related to the orientation of nearby feature curves. When
texture orientation is not related to feature lines, one may separate
anisotropic and isotropic texture synthesis, and combine the results.

The background of both strawberry results in Figure 5 were mat-
ted from the original image to eliminate some distracting halo ar-
tifacts that can occur, which is how we expect this tool would be
used in practice.

In practice the success of this approach depends primarily on the
selection of the feature curves. For many examples the selection of

Example Resolution Patch Size Time
Long bunny ear 500×692 36×17 88s
Beach, short shadow 345×398 40×41 257s
Beach, long shadow “ “ 241s
Wave 498×356 40×41? 108s
Postdoc #1 695×473 30×15 218s
Postdoc #2 591×431 “ 230s
Painting (arch) 660×495 40×41 118s
Painting (hat) 571×536 “ 84s
Strawberry 554×614 “ 91s
Pizza 800×566 “ 245s

Table 1: Running times for figures. ? - adaptive patch scaling.

a few obvious feature curves is sufficient, though in some cases,
such as the sunflower in Figure 7, a more complex tracing and
organization of feature curves would be required. Thus the most
promising direction of future work in this topic would be to add the
automatic detection and organization of image feature curves.
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